
 

KGB Operational File – AGENT ORANGE 

 

 

 

To those of us whose profession involved recruiting and running foreign spies, there are many 

objective indicators that President Trump is at the very least a witting collaborator of Russian 

president Vladimir Putin and the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR, formerly the KGB 

First Chief Directorate). You don’t have to be a spook to observe that diehard KGB man Putin 

clearly has something on Trump. Old case officer Putin even handles Trump personally, in plain 

sight, with one-on-one agent meetings. Since Trump is uncontrollable and equipped with the 

attention span of a squirrel, he is not likely a classic controlled agent of the Russian intelligence 

service. He would never be willing or able to follow basic rules of tradecraft or operational 

security. Given Trump’s tendency to exaggerate and hyperbolize, any intelligence reports 

produced by this compulsive liar could not be trusted to be accurate. Trump is more likely an 

“agent of influence,” someone who uses his prominent position to influence policy or public 

opinion to the benefit of the foreign country that secretly controls or has leverage over him.  

An American president under the control of our historic enemy, an enemy that poses an 

existential threat to our very survival? It’s the stuff of unbelievable spy thrillers, and yet it may 

actually be true. A quick review of Trump’s major foreign and domestic policy decisions to date 

reveals an agenda that is almost completely aligned with Putin’s, and completely contrary to 

America’s national security interests. Coincidence? 



 

Rather than cite examples to back up this claim, I thought it would be more illuminating -

- and entertaining -- to share my vision of what the KGB’s operational file on Donald Trump 

would actually look like. The CIA opens and maintains files on Russian assets, and KGB does 

the same thing with its American assets. This fictionalized slightly satirical and open-source 

research-based version of what I believe the Trump KGB file consists of would have been 

opened when he first appeared on the KGB’s radar in the 1970s. (I’ll use the term KGB instead 

of SVR since this would have begun as a KGB operation and deep down, bless his malevolent 

heart, Putin will always be a KGB man.) This KGB operational file will demonstrate how the 

hostile Soviet (and then Russian) intelligence service would have spotted, assessed, developed, 

and possibly recruited Trump as an agent of influence. The KGB assessment of Trump will 

include a personality profile and discussion of his vulnerabilities, while the developmental phase 

will show how Russia may have exploited those vulnerabilities to leverage control over Trump in 

the event he ever rose to a position of power.  

The Russians take a long-term approach to espionage operations, and they are known for 

their patience when it comes to developing sleeper cells or agents of influence within the United 

States. This KGB file will also touch on how the Russians influenced the American presidential 

election in order to weaken America and the NATO alliance by placing their agent of influence 

into the most powerful position on the planet. Trump won the election by fewer than one 

hundred thousand votes in three key Electoral College states; this probably resulted from no 

more than a good weekend’s work for a prolific Russian troll farm. Even Trump was surprised 

he won. The only person on Earth who did not appear shocked by Trump’s inconceivable victory 

was Trump’s Svengali, Vladimir Putin. 



 

An important point to keep in mind is that Russian meddling in the American electoral 

process and contact with the Trump campaign – the subject of the Mueller investigation – is a 

“covert action” (CA) campaign, wholly separate from the more sensitive, compartmented agent 

of influence operation that would have begun decades ago. The Russians (just like the 

Americans) would run those two operations separately and it’s entirely possible that Trump had 

no advance knowledge of the Russians’ CA campaign to influence the election in his favor. He 

had no need to know. My understanding is the Mueller investigation focused only on the CA 

campaign. I assume and hope there is a separate FBI foreign counterintelligence (FCI) 

investigation into whether Trump is a Russian agent of influence. 

If Putin and the Russian intelligence service -- who did influence the election – do indeed 

continue to exercise control over an American president, this in my view represents the most 

successful intelligence operation in modern history, if not all time. 

Please to read following with heavy Russian accent, to enhance enjoyability.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

KGB OPERATIONAL FILE – AGENT ORANGE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

Biographic Data 
 
 
Name: Donald John Trump 
 
Date of birth: 14 June 1946 
 
Place of birth: Queens, New York, United States of America 
 
Citizenship:  United States 
 
Ethnicity: German and Scottish*  
*According to intoxicated Oxford University genealogy professor 
who attended recent Russian embassy national day reception in 
London, Trump is Old English surname meaning gold-speckled turd 
peddler. Unclear whether gold-speckled refers to turd, or 
peddler, or both. 
 
Height: 6’1”*  
*He falsely claims he is 6’3” 
 
Weight: 255 lbs* 
*He falsely claims he weighs 239 lbs 
 
Profession: Con man, reality television star, president of 
United States 
 
Political affiliation: Republican (present), Democrat (past) 
 
Spouse:  Ivana Trump (1977-1992), Marla Maples (1993-1999), 
Melania Trump (2005-2020*) 
*KGB estimate 
 
Military service: None. As young man, wealthy Trump dodged 
American draft during Vietnam War by offering to pay doctor* to  
falsify medical report claiming Trump had bone spurs. This 
enabled Trump to avoid mandatory military service and remain in 
New York. Trump said dating in New York and avoiding STDs was 
“like Vietnam, sort of. It is my personal Vietnam. I feel like a 
great and very brave soldier.” To make point, he compared 
vaginas to landmines.   
*Trump refused to pay doctor. 
 
Awards:   
Order of Lenin 



 
 
 

Personality Profile 
 
 
Based on years of direct and indirect input, KGB psychiatrists 
conclude Agent Orange not only suffers from classic narcissistic 
personality disorder, but he is also more severe malignant 
narcissist with occasional psychotic and delusional episodes. 
According to capitalist New York Times, “Malignant narcissists 
are grandiose, self-centered, oversensitive to criticism, and 
unable to feel empathy for others. They mask deep insecurities 
with inflated self-image. Malignant narcissists are also 
susceptible to paranoia and aggression, and exhibit attributes 
of the antisocial personality, including absence of moral or 
ethical judgment. Political leaders with this personality are 
able to take control because their narcissism is expressed in 
unjustified but inflated confidence in themselves and conviction 
that they know what world needs. They also express their 
aggression in cruel and sadistic behavior against their enemies: 
whoever does not submit to them or at least pretend to love 
them.”  
 
Our professional assessment is that Agent Orange matches 100 
percent of criteria for malignant narcissism. In fact, KGB 
psychiatrists have never encountered more perfect malignant 
narcissist specimen. Fyodor Dostoyevsky beautifully described 
Russian soul, but in our professional opinion, Agent Orange was 
born without soul, Russian or otherwise. He has no discernible 
conscience or interest in anyone other than self. There is no 
evidence anyone truly enjoys company of Agent Orange, including 
current trophy wife Melania; he has no real friends since he is 
in perpetual state of disagreeability.  
 
KGB assessment is shared by enemy American psychiatrists who 
belong to organization called Duty to Warn. This group of 
American psychiatrists concluded Agent Orange is unfit to serve 
as president of United States due to mental illness. Other 
prominent global personalities who are believed to have been 
malignant narcissists include Usama Bin Laden, Adolf Hitler, and 
Josef Stalin (may he rest in eternal peace).  
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
Agent Orange Operational History 

 
 
1977:  Agent Orange first came to attention of Czechoslovak 
secret service when he married twenty-eight-year-old 
Czechoslovak model Ivana Zelníčková. Brotherly Czechoslovak 
service shared this information with KGB and facilitated exit 
visa for Ivana so she could live in decadent West. Czechoslovak 
secret service regularly monitored activities of Agent Orange 
and Ivana through mutual acquaintances in New York and shared 
intelligence take with KGB. KGB opened file. 
 
Preliminary KGB assessment of Agent Orange was that he was 
someone who could rise to position of power and was worthy of 
further cultivation. He often spoke to wife Ivana of career in 
politics. Impulsive and dishonest Agent Orange was not initially 
assessed as controlled agent material, but someone who was 
easily manipulated through flattery, money, and kompromat. KGB 
would remain alert to opportunities to obtain compromising 
information about Agent Orange’s illegal or immoral activities, 
which KGB could later threaten to disclose in order to exert 
leverage and influence Agent Orange behavior. 
 
As Agent Orange appeared to be on successful financial path, KGB 
would continue to monitor Agent Orange activity in future while 
adopting patient wait and see approach. 
 
1986: KGB First Chief Directorate extensively discussed 
operational risks and potential rewards and made decision to 
initiate direct contact with Agent Orange. Soviet Ambassador 
Comrade Yuri Dubinin, under direction of KGB, sought out and met 
Agent Orange in New York to discuss building gaudy Trump Tower 
in Moscow, across street from Kremlin. Comment: Soviet 
government would never permit this to happen but dangled 
prospect of profitable Kremlin-adjacent Trump Tower for many 
years to stroke Agent Orange ego and string him along. Dubinin 
also flattered Agent Orange by telling him Trump Tower was first 
tall building he see upon arrival in New York. Agent Orange 
responded like starving Moscow street dog feasting upon 
delicious discarded portion of chicken Kiev. 
 
1987: KGB-run Intourist office contacted Agent Orange with “good 
news” about Trump Tower project in Moscow and arranged Agent  
 
 



 
 
 
Orange first trip to Soviet Union for continued direct 
assessment and development as possible future agent of  
influence. (Note: KGB dangling of Trump Tower Moscow project has 
incentivized Agent Orange cooperation for thirty years.) 
 
4 July 1987: Agent Orange made first trip to Moscow and 
Leningrad, with discreet visa assistance from KGB First Chief 
Directorate head, Gen. Vladimir Alexandrovych Kryuchkov. KGB was 
focused on priority mission to recruit more American spies, to 
counter nuclear-happy American cowboy president Ronald Reagan. 
KGB put Agent Orange in technically monitored Lenin Suite of 
National Hotel for purposes of gaining kompromat. KGB-controlled 
hosts spent considerable amounts of time and money developing 
relationship with Agent Orange during trip, and also discussed 
areas of agreement on shared worldview. For example, KGB hosts 
suggested to Agent Orange that America was being taken advantage 
of by allies and world was laughing at America. Agent Orange 
nodded enthusiastically in agreement. 
 
Agent Orange returned to New York following masterful KGB-
organized trip, and immediately spent almost one hundred 
thousand dollars for newspaper advertisements critical of 
America’s expensive alliances. Full-page ads appearing in New 
York Times, Washington Post, and Boston Globe also complained 
that world is laughing at America.  
 
Agent Orange became convinced after much ego stroking by KGB 
assets that he had potential to become president of United 
States.  
 
KGB validated increasingly prominent Agent Orange as operational 
target since he could someday rise to position of power atop 
American government hierarchy. KGB authorized funding for future 
operational and developmental activity designed to bring Agent 
Orange more fully under KGB control.  
 
1980s:  Details of timing are sketchy, but longtime advisor to 
Agent Orange and known sexual deviant and Nixon tattoo 
aficionado, Roger Stone, introduced Agent Orange to honorary KGB 
colonel Paul Manafort, devoted friend of Mother Russia.  
 
1990s: Agent Orange real estate and casino empires crumbled and 
he sought financing from traditional American sources. Coldly  
 
 



 
 
 
rational American banks refused to invest in anything related to 
known con man Agent Orange. Agent Orange then turned to 
“nontraditional” sources of financing. At end of Cold War, many  
Russian oligarchs who looted wealth of former Soviet Union were 
in search of money laundering opportunities in decadent West. 
Most suitable money laundering mechanisms are casinos and real  
estate, which happen to be specialties of Agent Orange. Proven 
business failure Agent Orange was desperate in need of cash 
infusion, and Russian oligarchs and other organized crime 
figures equally desperately sought to invest their cash with 
Western criminal partners. Deutsche Bank was frequently used as 
willing middleman.  
 
KGB now had solid kompromat on Agent Orange because he enriched 
himself through illegal money laundering activities in 
collaboration with Russian organized crime figures.  
 
November 2012: Agent Orange applied for trademark “Make America 
Great Again” in immediate wake of Obama reelection. (Note: 
Original version was “Make America Great Again for White Man” 
but slogan too big to fit on Chinese-made American baseball 
hat.) 
 
November 2013: Thanks to concerted efforts of network of 
prominent KGB-loyal citizens, Agent Orange traveled to Moscow 
for Miss Universe pageant. He openly discussed plans to run for 
president of United States with Russian contacts, who 
collaborated with KGB. Soon thereafter, fascist American 
eavesdropping organization NSA recorded KGB conversations about 
Russian plans to support Agent Orange efforts to become US  
president. During next scheduled agent meeting, Comrade Colonel 
and Case Officer (C/O) Putin will counsel Agent Orange to stop 
lying so blatantly about fact he spent night in Moscow during 
beauty pageant, since that could lead thinking people to suspect 
Agent Orange has something to hide.  
 
As planned, KGB successfully obtained kompromat on Agent Orange 
during trip to Moscow for Miss Universe pageant. While at Ritz 
Carlton Hotel in Moscow, Agent Orange requested Golden Shower 
cabaret show, on same bed in presidential suite where President 
Obama and wife previously spent night. Comment: Agent Orange is 
obsessed with former president Obama. Hidden audio/video device 
recorded Agent Orange mumbling to self while reading People  
 
 



 
 
 
magazine “Most Popular Americans” issue on hotel suite golden 
toilet: “Obama is everything I’m not. I hate him.” 
 
KGB is in possession of videotape of Agent Orange enjoying 
Golden Shower performance, but there was no second act. 
Unfortunately, graceful KGB-controlled prostitute was unable to  
perform state duties on Agent Orange because of melancholy and 
depression brought on by fact that his tiny hooey conjured up 
repressed memory of poisonous mushroom picked by late father  
Volodya in Siberian birch forest. Comment: Agent Orange is no 
Rasputin. 
 
Before Agent Orange left Moscow, KGB discreetly informed him 
that it was holding disturbing kompromat from his Moscow trip 
and from money laundering activities in 1990s. KGB allowed Agent 
Orange to view Golden Shower video. Agent Orange remained 
uncharacteristically silent, indicating he understood 
significance of kompromat. KGB informed Agent Orange it would be 
in touch. 
 
Top KGB leadership and Comrade President Putin in complete 
agreement that KGB will discreetly support Agent Orange effort 
to become president of United States. 
 
2014: Traitorous Russian spy revealed KGB plan to support future 
Agent Orange presidential bid, but fortunately no one in Western 
intelligence circles believed this reliable information since 
Agent Orange was viewed as nothing more than self-serving con 
man, not true presidential contender. Comment: Equally fortunate 
for Mother Russia, American intelligence agencies and 
policymakers have incomprehensible but chronic tendency to  
ignore valuable intelligence collected by loyal operatives of 
imperialist CIA. 
 
Brilliant forward-leaning Kremlin leader Comrade President 
Vladimir Putin approved KGB covert action operation to engage in 
information warfare against American electorate to secretly 
weaponize social media in order to sow discord and to influence 
useful American idiots to vote against dogmatic anti-Russian 
Hillary Clinton, and in favor of clown-like Agent Orange. Agent 
Orange was not informed of this separate, compartmented CA 
operation. KGB would run secret American election operation 
through Internet Research Agency (aka “Trolls from Olgino”) in 
St. Petersburg. Tactics included planting fake news stories in  
 



 
 
 
American social media outlets Facebook and Twitter, and with 
useful idiot television networks like Fox News. Secret influence 
campaign focused efforts on key Electoral College battleground 
states. Internet Research Agency generated ten million Tweets 
emanating from 3400 different false accounts and also bought and 
created hundreds of fake Facebook pages. Objective of KGB cyber 
operation was to undermine confidence in American democracy and 
cleverly support and increase chances of electoral victory for 
presidential candidate most likely to weaken America in long 
term: Agent Orange. 
 
16 June 2015: Agent Orange announced he will run for president 
and said Mexican immigrants are rapists. Comment: KGB pleased 
with Agent Orange natural instincts for dividing citizens and 
stoking fears and hatreds in order to promote self politically. 
Agent Orange rhetoric reminiscent of remarks by former president 
of Yugoslavia, Slobodan Milošević, who often falsely claimed 
ethnic Albanians were raping Serb women. These incendiary 
proclamations made subsequent ethnic cleansing of Kosovo more 
palatable for average Serb. 
 
June-July 2016: Together with esteemed colleagues at Russian 
military intelligence (GRU) cyber unit, KGB successfully hacked 
computers of Democratic National Committee (DNC). GRU operative, 
pretending to be Romanian and using online code name Guccifer 
2.0, shared DNC emails with long-time KGB collaborators Julian 
Assange and WikiLeaks. Assange in turn shared stolen information 
with Agent Orange lickspittle Roger Stone, who promptly bragged 
publicly about Russian hack and his ties to Assange and 
WikiLeaks. Assange was fulfilling earlier promise to Paul 
Manafort of WikiLeaks support for Agent Orange presidential 
campaign. Promise was made during secret meetings with Colonel 
Manafort in embassy of Ecuador in London. Later, Roger Stone 
asked Assange to also find Clinton emails in order to harm  
Democrats, and Assange passed request on to Guccifer 2.0. 
GRU/KGB complied and provided Assange with more hacked emails, 
which were released publicly. This leak of emails led to firing 
of DNC chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz during Democratic 
convention, successfully weakening Clinton campaign effort. 
 
Agent Orange directed his campaign to collude with KGB-
controlled WikiLeaks. During campaign rally, Agent Orange said, 
“Russia, if you’re listening, I hope you’re able to find the 
30,000 [Hillary Clinton] emails that are missing.” That same  
 



 
 
 
night, KGB and GRU attempted to hack into personal email server 
of anti-Russian babushka Hillary Clinton. 
 
Comment:  Problem with KGB relying on known narcissistic sexual 
deviants like Roger Stone, Julian Assange, and Agent Orange is 
this kind of asset does not adhere to strict norms of 
operational security, making it difficult if not impossible for 
KGB to hide hand of Mother Russia. That said, in KGB experience, 
average Americans not suffering from severe psychological or 
sexual dysfunctions are not typically susceptible to KGB 
development and recruitment. 
 
9 June 2016: Trump Tower meeting between Donald Trump Jr., Jared 
Kushner, Paul Manafort, and KGB access agent Natalia 
Veselnitskaya (and others). Agent Orange knew of and approved 
this meeting in advance since he believed Veselnitskaya would 
provide incriminating information about Hillary Clinton. True  
purpose of meeting – and of prior Agent Orange authorized 
meeting between Michael Flynn and Russian ambassador -- was to 
secure agreement from Agent Orange team to ease Magnitsky Act 
sanctions against Russia, since American sanctions cause serious 
financial harm to Kremlin’s ability to operate and vacation 
globally. Unfortunately, Veselnitskaya and others involved in 
arranging Trump Tower meeting used sloppy tradecraft and meeting 
became public relations nightmare for all concerned. Official 
reprimand has been placed in personnel file of Comrade 
Veselnitskaya and she has been demoted to rank of major.  
 
In separate operation, KGB attempted to convince Agent Orange 
confidante and friend of Mother Russia, hairless American Carter 
Page, to accept valuable stake in Russian oil giant Rosneft in 
exchange for lifting of sanctions. In addition to brokering 
sanctions relief, purpose of operation was to develop additional 
kompromat on future president Agent Orange, who would personally 
profit from Carter Page’s Rosneft-for-sanctions deal. 
 
8 November 2016: Thanks in large part to KGB operation to 
influence American election process, Agent Orange was elected 
president of United States. Agent Orange was truly astonished 
that he won. Comrade President Putin announced publicly that he 
was not surprised by Agent Orange’s victory, which KGB had 
predicted early on, despite fact that all American polls showed 
Russophobe Hillary Clinton holding unsurmountable lead. KGB 
headquarters hosted all-night celebration party to commemorate  
 



 
 
 
most successful intelligence operation in KGB (if not world) 
history. 
 
During celebration party, head of KGB First Chief Directorate 
reminded colleagues that Agent Orange’s continued efforts to 
harm America’s historic and strategic alliances began when he 
took out full-page newspaper advertisements after first trip to 
Soviet Union. Agent Orange also remains obsessed with notion 
that other countries are laughing at America. In fact, other  
countries were not laughing at America until Agent Orange became 
president. KGB celebrants in attendance raised glasses of vodka 
and shouted “Za zdarovye!” in ecstatic show of appreciation for 
irony of this statement.  
 
Because of historic success and relatively low cost of American 
election cyber campaign, KGB will continue to influence election 
campaigns to undermine democracy in America and in countries 
allied with America. Fact that easily influenced supporters of 
Agent Orange either believe or do not care that reports of 
Russian meddling are “fake news” serve to emphasize importance 
of KGB remaining on this successful operational path.  
  
10 May 2017: During televised Oval Office meeting with Russian 
ambassador Sergey Kislyak and Russian foreign minister Sergey 
Lavrov, Agent Orange said he receives “great intel.” To prove 
point, he then discussed secret intelligence report from Zionist 
Israeli liaison service about ISIS plans to make laptop bombs. 
Agent Orange also told our comrades that FBI director James 
Comey (whom he fired previous day) was “real nut job” who would 
no longer pressure Agent Orange about his ties to Russia. 
 
17 July 2017: During one-on-one agent meeting at G20 Summit in 
Hamburg, C/O Comrade Colonel Putin scolded Agent Orange for his 
dangerously poor operational security. Discussing sensitive 
intelligence matters or covert action operations (such as firing 
of FBI director) in front of Russian foreign minister, Russian 
ambassador, and television cameras, while in Oval Office, is  
greatest lapse in operational judgment ever witnessed by C/O 
Putin. Agent Orange promised to do better next time, adding he 
will be best agent Russia ever ran. C/O Putin, aware that Agent 
Orange is vain and uncontrollable, spent time stroking Agent 
Orange’s fragile ego before reviewing communications and 
exfiltration plans in event Mueller investigation uncovers 
truth. Agent Orange seemed pleased to hear that KGB has  
 



 
 
 
identified luxury dacha on muddy banks of Volga River, with 
gold-plated toilet and reliable DSL internet connection (with 
WiFi) for Agent Orange use during possible exile in Mother 
Russia. Dacha has been christened “Mar-A-Leningrad.” Next one-
on-one agent meeting between C/O Putin and Agent Orange 
scheduled for 16 July 2018 during Helsinki summit. 
 
16 July 2018:  Agent Orange seemed agitated during one-on-one 
meeting with Comrade C/O Putin during Helsinki summit, asking if 
there was not some less conspicuous way for them to meet. He  
complained about “fake news” reports speculating on significance 
of these private one-on-one meetings. C/O Putin commended Agent 
Orange on his unprecedented awareness of basics of operational 
security. However, C/O Putin also reminded Agent Orange that he 
is president of United States and unfortunately these plain 
view, private meetings with no Americans present during summits  
are only viable communications option. Unless robotic Germans, 
sneaky Finns, or dastardly NSA was recording meetings, no one 
other than C/O Putin would know what was discussed.  
 
C/O Putin encouraged Agent Orange to continue to refer to media 
as “enemy of people” and he also shared pointers for how to make 
pesky journalist disappear. In addition, in order to deflect 
personal responsibility, Agent Orange should suggest to gullible 
American public that nefarious globalist George Soros, one of 
founding members (and original drummer) of Elders of Zion, is 
cleverly pulling strings behind scenes and is directly 
responsible for majority of problems facing America today. Agent 
Orange said he understood, but had arms crossed, bear-hugging 
self, Russian style, clear body language indicating he was 
uncomfortable and not telling truth. C/O Putin suggested Agent 
Orange not do this in front of American television cameras when 
lying and also reprimanded Agent Orange about his recent public 
behavior. Specifically, Agent Orange should never again wink at 
C/O Putin in front of television cameras during summit meetings. 
 
Next one-on-one agent meeting between C/O Putin and Agent Orange 
scheduled for November-December 2018 G20 Summit in Argentina. 
 
Moving on, C/O Putin reviewed operational plan for coming year, 
specifically tasking Agent Orange to do the following: 
 

• Continue efforts to weaken NATO alliance; threaten US 
withdrawal. 

 



 
 
 

• Continue to sow racial, ethnic, and class division 
inside United States. This worked for Serb cousin 
Slobodan Milošević in Yugoslavia, and it will work for 
Agent Orange. 

 
• Continue trade wars with traditional American trading 

partners, to harm American economy. 
 

• Continue to publicly side with global despots like 
leaders of North Korea, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and 
Philippines, while denigrating traditional American 
allies and trading partners.  

 
• Continue efforts to undermine sacred American 

institutions such as Supreme Court, whose support 
Agent Orange will likely need if and when he tries to 
pardon himself. 

 
• Continue efforts to erode public faith and harm morale 

in other essential American institutions such as 
heinous CIA and witch-hunting FBI. 

 
• Continue to support Russian foreign policy objectives 

in Syria, Ukraine, and Western Europe. Immediately 
withdraw all US troops from Syria. 

 
• Continue efforts to extract America from traditional 

global leadership role. Withdrawal from Iran nuclear 
deal, Trans-Pacific Partnership, and Paris climate 
agreement is good start.  
 

• Withdraw United States from intermediate-range nuclear 
forces treaty (INF) to alarm America’s European 
allies, further weaken NATO, let Russia off hook for 
recent INF violations, and free up Russia to further 
develop nuclear missiles to threaten Europe and United 
States. 

 
• To summarize, just be yourself.  

 


